Predicting the direction of assets have been an active area of study and difficult task. Machine learning models have been used to build robust models to model the above task. Ensemble methods are one of them resulting better than single supervised method. We have used generative and discriminative classifiers to create the stack, particularly 3 generative and 6 discriminative classifiers and optimized over one-layer Neural Network to model the direction of price cryptocurrencies. Features used are technical indicators not limited to trend, momentum, volume, volatility indicators and sentiment indicators. For Cross validation, Purged Walk forward cross validation has been used. In terms of accuracy, we have done comparative analysis of the performance of Ensemble method with Stacking and individual models. We have also developed methodology for features importance for stacked model. Important indicators are identified based on feature importance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today , there more are more than 1000 cryptocurrencies. Having nearly $200 Billion of market capitalization and daily volume of nearly $15 Billion. Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, Bitcoin Cash and Stellar being top 5 cryptocurrencies based on market capitalization. The Crash of cryptocurrencies in 2018 made it evident that it is complex , dynamic and non-linear. Deep Learning has been applied for forecasting stock returns [3, 4] .It is shown that it is more successful than shallow neural networks. There are also other machine learning models applications which have shown great performance like Gradient Boosting , Bayesian Neural network, LSTM, Naive Bayes, Random Forest and many more. [1] talks about predicting stock market movement direction with SVM combined with LDA, QDA, and Neural network but doesnt address through perspective of discriminative and generative models. There are some trade offs of using each models.Combining different models can lead to better prediction result [2] but there are two ways to combine it blending and stacking. Stacked Generalization introduces the concept of meta-learners. It combines different models unlike bagging and boosting. With new machine learning models developed like xgboost and LightGBM, diversed base learners are included. Technical indicators are mainly used with other fundamental indicators to develop trading strategies or models to prediction prices. As cryptocurrencies are used, fundamental indicators are not included. Along with Technical indicators , sentiment indicators are also used. Tweets by coindesk are used for creating sentiment indicators. Coindesk is considered to be leading news provider for Blockchain.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Data description and pre-processing
Bitcoin data is downloaded from quandl. Quandl offers to download bitcoin data from different exchanges to capture the true price of digital assets. We have considered four exchanges KRAKEN, BITSTAMP, ITBITUSD and COIN-BASE to remove ambiguity and final price is created based on weighted volume price. Missing data in price is imputed with exponential average technique. We have considered time period from Aug-2017 to Jul-2018 with end of the day data. This period covers the peak time and down time as well. Therefore this will be a right time to test the strategy as it includes bull period and bear period.
Data dredging or cherry pick are one of pitfalls of backtesting any strategy which we have avoided by picking diversed time period and testing only price direction prediction.
Next we have technical indicators as features in the model.We have considered four types of technical indicators Volume, Volatility, Trend and Momentum. MA(X, n) -Moving Average of X with windown Next, we have used tweets to create the sentiment indicator.
Technical Indicators
B. Models
Lets say we have feature vector X t ✏ R n to build the model having dependent variable y t+1 , here y t+1 is defined based on the return of the asset r t+1 where
Building robust model involving time series data set can be difficult as nature of the asset can vary a lot from one time period to another. Therefore its important to consider wide range of predictive models to capture the linear and non linear relationship between feature vector and dependent variable. To encompass different models , we have considered both discriminative and generative models.
We have used following discriminative and generative models. These models follow below mentioned properties:-
Time-Frame
• Training Period -Aug-2017 to Mar-2018.
• Testing Period -Jul-2018.
C. Cross-Validation
Robust Cross-Validation is important step to find the hyperparameters. There are different techniques to find the hyperparameters given cross-validation folds such as random sampling and bayesian optimization. We have used random sampling. K-Fold cross-validation leads to lower error but performs worst during the live performance.
One of the K-Fold CV method is time-series nested crossvalidation technique.
Following is the Fold-wise time-period distribution:-
Fold Distribution Fold No
Training Period Test Period 6] talks about technique to reduce generalization error rate. It aims to achieve generalization accuracy by combining weak learner. It is considered to be more sophisticated than winnertakes-all strategy. Lets assume T i be one of the generalizer then we combine by taking the output of each generalizer and making it a new space. We can learn the estimates by in-sample/out-sample techniques. It can also be considered a flexible version of cross-validation.
It generally creates different levels of models having one level of output being the input for next level. Primarily , it removes the biases of all models leading to generalization of all the models. Many also consider it as "black art" as we have multiple options of keeping diverged models at each level but it has been very effective in producing stable and effective models.
Similarly, stacked regression [7] was introduced where we linearly combine different predictors to improve accuracy. It also introduces non-negativity constraints over the coefficients. Assuming we have K predictors or generalizers with (y,x) being the given data. T 1 (x), T 2 (x), ..., T K (x) are the K generalizers and we combine each generalizer to create level-1 data. We leave one fold data to create level-1 data, getting u ( t) k (x), k = 1, ..., K , leading to K-variable input space.
Finally, Level-one data is created as (y t , z t ), t = 1, ..., n, [7] propose to linear combination of each generalizer and parameters are estimated using least square error. It addresses two problems of over-fitting and multi-collinearity by using levelone data and adding non-negative constraints over coefficients.
We have similar motivation but we have used non-linear combination of generalizer by inducing hidden layer. It has been shown that hidden layer can be very effective in learning non-linear functions.
Level 0 has 7 models and Level 1 is hidden layer with 6 nodes. We first trained level 0 models from Aug-2017 to Mar-2018. We trained complete model with Level 1 hidden layer from Apr-2018 to June-2018. We have predicted the output as 0/1 for each model in level 0 and final loss is logloss.
Following is the flow for stacked generalizer:- [9] talks about visualizing the feature importance by estimating the variability in the estimated function by varying each particular variable and keeping other variables at their average. It is called partial dependence plot.
Partial dependence function for regression is defined below:-
Since calculating the integration is difficult, we use Monte Carlo to estimate the partial function.
It comes with rigid assumption that feature t is not correlated with rest of the features. For classification , we output probabilities rather than 0/1.
Recently, [10] talks about partial dependence-based variable importance measure. It calculates the standard deviation for continuous predictors and range statistics divided by 4. Lets assume importance measure is i for any variable then
For Stacked generalization, we first analyzed level-1 to calculate variable importance for each generalizer and in second step , important generalizer is analyzed further to calculate the variable importance and finally variable importance is calculated by taking average of all. We have K-generalizer then i(x t ) is calculated as below:-
This is model independent variable importance for each feature. Its important to consider weight here as it is 2 level model.
III. RESULTS
A. Performance
Extreme Gradient Boosting(Xgboost) requires max depth, min child weight, subsample, colsample bytree, reg alpha, reg lambda, n estimators and learning rate to be estimated. There are many methods to tune hyper-parameters mentioned above. Grid-Search cross-validation , random search and bayesian optimization are among those. Generally Grid-Search cross-validation and bayesian optimization requires lot of time tune parameters. Therefore, we have used random search method to tune parameter. We have used 100 of iteration across each fold to estimate the best hyper-parameter. Cross-validation results are provided in the supplementary materials. In previous we have mentioned performance periods where first level-0 data was created and then the output is used for level-1 and final performance of stacking is compared with the rest of the models. Apr-May 2018 time period has been used to create level-1 data in stacking. Stacked generalizer's performance compared to rest of the models during June -July 2018. 
Xgboost
B. Feature Selection
In previous section we showed the methodology to calculate feature importance based on partial dependence plot for stacked generalization. First we have shown the model importance based on stack generalization and then Top 10 individual features importance for each model. We have calculated overall feature importance as defined above. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Cryptocurrencies direction prediction can be improved by using different generative and discriminative models.The challenge has been to identify the domain of features and producing generalized model to perform well across the time-period with different natures of it. Cross-Validation is very important for building robust model and its more tricky with time-series data set. Purged Cross-Validation addresses these problems. Stacked generalization technique has been used to create generalized model which has more information compared to individual models leading to better accuracy. Interpreting the machine learning models have become utmost important exercise. Partial dependence plots(PDPs) is used to uncover each model important features and also contribution from each model to stacked model. Having multiple models, we have used new definition based on PDPs to create combined feature importance. Finally, important features can be used to do day trading as well.
